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Due Date:
In order to receive credit for this assignment, your solution must meet the requirements specified in this

document, and be submitted, using the web handin command, by 8 AM, Wednesday, July 11th, 2018. If
you submit within two days after the deadline there will be a ten point deduction.

Project Specification:
In the repository for our course you should find a directory called projects/2/justWalk that contains four

files: stack.py, generate.py, walk.py, and webster.tar.gz. stack.py contains a stack class. generate.py, is a
script that accepts a directory name as an argument and then, creates that directory, and in that directory it
generates additional files and directories. walk.py is a script that accepts a directory name as input and then
walks that directory and it’s subdirectories, creating a list of all of the files and subdirectories in the given
directory. Finally, webster.tar.gz is a compressed dictionary of words.

Use the web handin command to submit a compressed directory containing the following items:

1. A file called testStack.py that contains a class, TestStack, with at least four (4) test cases. TestStack
should use the unittest module to thoroughly test the stack implemented in stack.py; you can use
the TestBinary example to guide your construction of the TestStack class. Note that the Binary class
contains three operations but the stack class contains four operations: push, pop, empty, and repr .

2. An extended version of generate.py. Currently, generate.py will generate a few directories and lots
of files. Extend generate.py to generate more directories, at least 7 and no more than 10, and extend
generate.py to generate some duplicate file names (of course they will be in different directores).
Your generate.py program should list the number of files and directores that it generated, as well as
the names of the duplicate files that it generated.

3. A module, findDupes.py, that lists all of the duplicate files in a subdirectory; your findDupes program
should accept a directory at the command line and then search that directory and all of it’s subdirec-
tories, for all duplicate files; at the end of the execution, findDupes.py should list the duplicate files
including their complete path names. If findDupes is not supplied with a parameter, it should print a
message and then terminate gracefully.

4. A README file with details of the project. Use the README provided as a starting point.
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